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B. God’s Healing Gift of
Communion

A communion

Since the Lutheran World Federation was established in 1947 it has undergone trans-
formation in its self-understanding. This transformation has gone hand in hand with

a confessional and spiritual bonding that has taken place among the member

churches, as a result of their working together within the framework of LWF, and in
relationship to the wider ecumenical developments.

The communion we share as Lutherans is God’s gift for the sake of
the world. The healing power of prayer and the Eucharist transform
us into a communion of love. Yet, within this communion of
churches, there still are significant differences and wounds, related to
significant historical struggles and political changes (e.g., the end of
Communism or apartheid), generational and theological differences
(e.g., who can be ordained), ethnic or cultural identities and dispari-
ties in size and finances. Where are forgiveness, healing and recon-
ciliation especially needed in this communion? How can communica-
tion support and build up the communion, for the sake of the world?
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For many decades, the LWF under-

stood itself as a free association of

churches carefully respecting the au-
tonomy and integrity of the member

churches. The problem that surfaced

was how to couch the free association
concept in theological terms. Theological

studies, along with the spiritual affinity

and trust that developed over the years,
led to a searching for a much more fo-

cused self-definition. For many years,

particularly during the 1980s, more spe-
cific attention was given to whether the

LWF was not something much more than

a bureaucratic arm of the member
churches, which “free association” im-

plied. Did the LWF have a church charac-

ter or not? If so, how and to what extent?
It was in the context of this search

that the theological concept of commun-

ion emerged. Communion is not a new
concept, but is a part of the biblical and

confessional traditions of the church.

The Apostle Paul, for one, uses its Greek
original, koinonia, thirteen times. It is

also translated with other words, de-

pending on the context.1

What was new about the word “com-

munion” was its use in the self-under-

standing of the LWF. This generated theo-
logical discussion and research in order to

address the questions and issues at

stake.2 Communion implies pulpit and al-
tar fellowship and mutual recognition of

ministries, but in some places even this

minimal understanding of what it means

to be a communion is not practiced. Fur-
thermore, communion must go deeper

into other forms of sharing and solidarity.

In seeking to define theologically and
structurally the nature of unity sought in

the bilateral confessional talks, the Faith

and Order Commission of the WCC also
explored the possibilities offered by the

concept of communion. Communion was

seen to be less ambiguous and with
richer theological content than the over-

used concept of unity, which can also be

applied to the socio-political arena.3 It is
within this wider ecumenical under-

standing of communio that the LWF un-

derstands itself as a communion.
Even though the subject of commun-

ion was discussed during the delibera-

tions of the 1984 LWF Assembly in
Budapest, the communion terminology

was not adopted as a constitutional for-

mula of self-understanding. It was not un-
til the 1990 Curitiba Assembly that “free

association” of churches was replaced

with “communion” of churches in the
LWF Constitution (para. III). This self-un-

derstanding was further elaborated on

in the Assembly Message with words
such as “spiritual,” “sacramental,” “con-

fessional,” “witnessing” and “serving.”4

Since then, the practical meaning and
full implications of being a communion

To what extent have we, as a communion, experienced a healing process in the

form of physical, theological and spiritual transformation during our life and work

together? How does being a communion have the potential to bring healing to

the churches, as well as to the world? From the perspective of our different

constituencies, how do we understand healing in the first place? How does the

theme of this Assembly challenge us to look into different dimensions of healing,

some of which we may have neglected? (see the chapter on “The Church’s

Ministry of Healing”) What possibilities do the concept and positive experience of

being a communion of churches hold for the new challenges and problems we

experience together? (see the chapter on “Transforming Economic Globalization”)

In what other ways is communion proving to be a viable concept? On what new

directions and implications of being a communion should the LWF focus?
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have continued to be debated. They

were perceived and experienced differ-

ently within the LWF constituency, and
muted reservations have persisted, par-

ticularly in some large churches of the

North. After all these years of discussing
the concept of communion, it is impor-

tant that this Assembly clarify where we

are today in understanding and living
out what it means to be a communion.

The title of this Village Group suggests

that our life in communion is God’s healing
gift. It is this not only in the sense that life

in communion comes with the gift of salva-

tion, but also because this old, biblical
term has become a fresh means to help

Lutheran churches understand who they

are jointly and individually.
The linkage between the concepts of

communion and healing breaks new ground

in the mainstream Lutheran tradition, in
both theological and practical ways. While

healing is a commonly used metaphor that

points to the process of renewal, restoration
and transformation, its basic literal meaning,

particularly as found in the healing ministry

of Jesus Christ, is also suggested by the
overall theme of this Assembly.

Healing in our
experiences as a
communion

Participation of member
churches in the LWF

As a result of the constitutional amend-

ments adopted at the Eighth Assembly,

there has been a wider and deeper partici-
pation of member churches in the various

units of the LWF. The extent of this partici-

pation does not usually depend on the
size or location of the member churches,

or on their financial contribution toward

the operational budget of the LWF. As a re-
sult, the LWF is no longer a benevolent

Lutheran body dominated by European

and American churches of the North, and

in which churches of the South are merely

accommodated, if not tolerated.
Furthermore, there is a growing sense

of shared responsibility. The “business” of

the LWF no longer takes place only in
Geneva. Considerable investment and ef-

forts have been made to develop and sup-

port the regions which now share some of
the responsibilities. The aim has been to

bring the work of the LWF closer to the

level and experience of its member
churches. This has also resulted in the re-

gions being the place where a lively and

deepened sense of what it means to be a
communion is especially manifest, for ex-

ample, in Africa and Latin America. As one

African church leader put it, “We have a
real feeling of being a communion—know-

ing each other and not just knowing

churches abroad.” A foundation of com-
munion relationships based on trust,

rather than on material circumstances or

church background, has been established.
Continuing efforts needed in this area will

be considered later.

Creative listening to one
another

This listening is taking place in the context
of reports, applications for grants, delibera-

tions on issues, sharing of insights and dif-

fering viewpoints during various LWF fo-
rums. Creative listening here means open-

ing up and looking beyond oneself in order

to hear all the concerns and cries of the
other. It is more than an auditory exercise.

Part of what a relationship of love in-

volves—which is at the heart of commun-
ion—is opening oneself up to others and to

what is necessary in a given situation. This

entails making oneself vulnerable, some-
times to the point of experiencing and en-

Discuss how this has, or has not, been your church’s

experience and perception. Do you agree with this

assessment?
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during the pain of being criticized or seem-

ingly ignored. We then become vulnerable

without feeling threatened by others.
At the relational level, this is what it

means to take up one’s cross and to fol-

low Jesus. What we need to hear does
not always come in pleasant tones and

substance. The imperative of listening

exacts its dues. A relationship of mutual
listening is based on the dynamics of

love and trust, rather than on the as-

sumption of trying to change the other.
There is a sense in which listening is

an active service of love. It goes beyond

the passive openness of a listening ear.
The deepest level of communication

takes place in the life of communion,

where the gap between speaker and
hearer is bridged by the imperative of

this mutual existence. In listening to one

another in this manner, we grow together,
minimizing our weaknesses and maximiz-

ing our strengths. We ourselves experi-

ence healing, and hopefully also become a
more healing Lutheran communion.

Sharing resources

This is taking place through,

• LWF programs: The level of sharing

of resources in the form of the ex-

change of persons, scholarship
grants, development aid and theo-

logical perspectives has been deep-

ened. There has been an exchange of
persons and ideas not only between

churches of the North and South,

but also between South and South
and between North and North.

• Bilateral programs of companion-
ship and partnership: These are car-

ried out through partnership and

companionship programs of mem-

ber churches. Ideally, the parties in-
volved are free to negotiate the de-

tails of how they will interact and co-

operate. The programs cover a wide
range of areas, such as development

aid, joint projects, group visits and

advocacy for justice and peace.

• Volunteer programs: Persons vol-

unteer to offer their services at no
cost to another church for a spe-

cific period or a particular project.

For example, church-based teams
under the auspices of organiza-

tions such as Habitat for Humanity

International, and in cooperation
with the local church, have built

simple, affordable houses in poor

neighborhoods in partnership with
those in need of adequate shelter.

In one case, they have built and

helped staff a whole university.

• Leadership summits: There have

also been bilateral and multilateral
leadership summits wherein bish-

ops/presidents and other leaders

(including women and youth) of
member churches exchange expe-

riences garnered from their sphere

of service. Through them, leaders
have learned that what they, for

example, think are unique prob-

lems in their particular church are
actually problems that transcend

particular contexts and may be

rooted in human nature.

In what kinds of situations has this listening been especially

important? Where is it especially needed in the Lutheran

communion today? How can communication technologies

and resources assist in this?

As helpful as these bilateral

relationships are, do they sometimes

operate in ways that are paternalistic

or work at cross purposes with the

multilateral relationships of the

communion? If so, how can this be

changed?
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New experiences of
worship life

Within the communion, there has been a

considerable exchange of liturgical and

musical traditions and resources. Liturgi-
cal renewal has been experienced among

many member churches, and in recent

decades, a rediscovery of worship as the
power engine of life in communion.5

It now is common among many

churches to celebrate the sacrament of
Holy Communion every Sunday and in

some, even during the week. The sacra-

mental aspects and impact of worship
are more deeply appreciated and cel-

ebrated. In, with and under the liturgical

acts of prayer, singing and bodily ges-
tures, people have experienced what it

means to be one, and to be together with

one another in the Lord, across linguistic
and cultural barriers. The visible, human

and corporate act of worship provides

the setting for God’s healing presence.
The ecumenical charismatic move-

ment has also affected the Lutheran

churches. In the context of worship,
some churches have experienced mani-

festations of the spiritual gifts of power-

ful preaching, teaching and the physical
healing of diseases. Usually this is ac-

companied by large numbers of people

attending Sunday and other services,
since the worship service is viewed as

mediating the experience of healing.6

The Lutheran sense that the sermon
is the central point of worship should

also be understood to mean that through

proclamation, God’s active Word breaks
through and permeates all parts of wor-

ship, whether through words, silence or

the simple, bodily language of liturgical
gestures. Where two or three are gath-

ered in the Lord’s Name, God is at work

through them to plan and to bring to ef-
fect what is pleasing to God (Mt 18:20;

Phil 2:13). This happens not only during

the sermon or homily. The whole service
becomes the drama and the environment

of the healing activity of God’s Word

among God’s people.

Although Lutheran theology emphasizes
the Word, we must be aware of the danger

of considering words as the sole medium

through which we interact with God. This
can result in an idolatry of words. As Eliza-

beth Templeton reminds us, when words

get in the way of people’s silent encounter
with God in worship, they can become de-

monic. Sharing with those who cannot hear

or speak the experience of the presence of
God in worship is part of inclusive worship.7

Therefore, we must learn to be open to this

further dimension of worship, which lies be-
yond the cacophony of words, and wherein

we become truly “lost in wonder, love and

praise.”
Worship furthermore provides the

theological underpinnings and social

framework for serving and healing the
world. That happens when worship is al-

lowed to remind us of those who are not

there, but who should be there, namely
the rest of the world.

Communion as a means
for healing the world

Through service in the world: Through

financial grants and seconded personnel,

member churches, particularly those in
the South, have been able to create social

service infrastructures. This has resulted

in establishing and developing various
kinds of diaconal work within the territo-

ries of these churches. This work helps

to alleviate hunger, pain and suffering
among people. Scholarships and training

programs help in developing human re-

sources for continuing work in this area.

Through international diaconia: The

LWF witnesses through service in situa-

How has your worship life been enriched or renewed

through the sharing of liturgical resources or practices

from other churches?
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tions of disaster and need throughout

the world, offering a healing presence to

individuals, communities and nations.
With a commitment to contribute to-

ward making the world more just and

peaceful, the LWF offers support to refu-
gee populations and internally displaced

persons, empowerment to local commu-

nities to claim their rights, programs for
healing and reconciliation in post-conflict

situations and public policy advocacy.

Through the church’s prophetic minis-

try: In addition to diaconal service, the

prophetic ministry of the church has
been one of the most effective means of

addressing and transforming the world.

Based on the mandate of the Word of
God as well as ongoing analyses of situa-

tions today, the LWF and its member

churches have drawn attention to spe-
cific situations of injustice, oppression

and conflict in society and, at the same

time, challenged governments and other
institutions to adopt humane policies and

practices consistent with norms of jus-

tice and peacemaking.

This prophetic ministry is increas-
ingly viewed not as separate from but as

an important aspect of the church’s

more traditional diaconal work. This link-
age, which needs to be encouraged

throughout the LWF constituency, was

the focus of the 2002 global consultation
on diaconia, “Prophetic Diaconia: For the

Healing of the World.”

Through supporting local communities

to claim their rights: Advocacy is the

right and responsibility of all communities
as they claim their rights to build sustain-

able lives for themselves and their chil-

dren. Within the LWF communion, mem-
ber churches, on their own and with oth-

ers, seek to support communities in these

efforts. This involves, for example, assist-
ing local women’s groups to gain economic

independence, empowering rural commu-

nities to claim their rights to water and
land, building the capacity of workers to

negotiate for fair labor conditions and as-

sisting refugees who seek justice. In all
these ways, the inherent dignity of all per-

sons is recognized as people become en-

gaged in building their lives and futures.

Through solidarity or advocacy groups:

When political activists are silenced and im-
prisoned, the voice of church groups keeps

the liberation fires burning. For example,

solidarity and advocacy groups, which
sprung up in European and North Ameri-

can Lutheran churches during the struggle

for liberation in Southern Africa, served to
heal the world. They did this by mobilizing

the whole church and the international

community to focus on specific moral is-
sues, thereby globalizing the problems of

injustice and oppression. Similar efforts

since then have focused on the Dalits in In-
dia and Palestinians in the Middle East.

The advocacy groups have made and

continue to make a tremendous contribu-
tion, not only in inspiring hope among the
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oppressed in far-away countries, but also

in lobbying and urging national govern-

ments to adopt progressive and liberating
policies. In addition to lobbying govern-

ments, some communities have been mo-

bilized to boycott the products of coun-
tries with oppressive regimes, and indi-

viduals encouraged to withdraw their in-

vestments from companies operating in or
dealing with countries with those regimes.

Financial resources generated by these

groups and their churches have helped
pay for the legal costs of those charged

for political activity and for the support of

the dependants of political prisoners.

Healing in the face of
new challenges to the
Lutheran communion

Communion and diversity

The coexistence of the quest for

Lutheran unity through the concept of

communion, and the historical phenom-
enon of territorial and national churches

is both an asset and a problem. National

and cultural diversity within the
Lutheran family has been an occasion

for mutual enrichment. Churches can

gain and learn much from one another.
Diversity can heal or divide the com-

munion. It heals by making available a

variety of resources and experiences as
a means of expressing the love we share.

The test of the authenticity of a com-

munion is when it is able to manifest it-
self under circumstances of diversity, in-

cluding those leading to real tensions.

We often experience the reality of this

during meetings such as an Assembly.
Diversity can divide when its re-

sources are used for self-serving ends.

This happens, for example, when contro-
versial, local issues are internationalized

and introduced on the global agenda with-

out the exercise of necessary pastoral sen-
sitivity. We face a similar danger when con-

gregations introduce radical practices out

of context with the broad consensus of
the member church. Under those circum-

stances, diversity can plant seeds of anar-

chy within the local communion.

There is another side of the coin. In

the interest of promoting and imple-
menting new practices, arising from new

theological insights, the communion may

commit the sin of impatience at the glo-
bal level. It can do this by taking collec-

tive steps, calculated to punish a mem-

ber church for failing or being too slow
to implement certain practices.

Authentic diversity always serves the

interest of the communion. The solution
lies in keeping a healthy balance between

unity and diversity. It was the intention of

Article VII of the Augsburg Confession to
enunciate the principle of balance be-

tween unity and diversity. According to

this Article, diversity is permissible as
long as there is agreement concerning

Without such a prophetic ministry of the church, for example, it would have taken longer for

countries like South Africa and Namibia to be liberated. This was particularly important because

the apartheid government had silenced and imprisoned political activists, forcing many of them

into exile. Thus, for many decades, the church was the only institution that established a heal-

ing presence by speaking on behalf of the people and advocating the causes they espoused.

More recent examples where the LWF has been very involved are international campaigns to

ban landmines and to cancel external debts of highly indebted countries.

What are the critical situations in the world where these

solidarity, advocacy and related strategies are especially

needed? How should they be developed and mobilized

within the communion?
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“the preaching of the gospel and the ad-

ministration of sacraments.” This served

the Lutheran family well particularly at a
time when internal Lutheran unity around

the question of justification was the main

issue at stake. But what about now?

Communion and the crisis
of norms

In our times, the list of theological and

ethical issues crying out for consider-

ation, deliberation and consensus is in-
creasing. The social, cultural, economic

and political environment in which many

member churches of the LWF minister,
has undergone rapid changes. As a re-

sult, churches face new problems and

challenges, which call for new solutions
and answers. At the same time, the un-

derstanding of the authority and mean-

ing of Scripture has also undergone
methodological, ideological and concep-

tual transformation, depending on where

you are within the LWF’s constituency.
The Constitution acknowledges the

Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments

“to be the only source and norm of its doc-
trine, life and service” (para. II). However,

what was previously considered self-evi-

dent in Scripture is, in the case of some
specific issues, no longer understood that

way. In other words, the normative charac-

ter of Scripture as it relates to concrete is-
sues, is no longer transparent and self-evi-

dent. A greater diversity in Scripture itself

is now increasingly acknowledged. Consid-
eration must also be given to such matters

as cultural contexts then and now, how we

understand and analyze the question at
stake, the role of reason, experience and

other factors. The consequence is that to-

day there is bound to be a variety of ways
of looking at many social and moral issues.

For a world communion such as the

LWF, this may create a variety of answers

to the same moral or ecclesial question.
Two current examples are how we under-

stand family, gender and sexuality from a

Christian perspective (see the chapter on
“Justice and Healing in Families”) and who

can be ordained. For a communion to re-

main a communion there must be a store of
shared spiritual and moral values. But, how

much is necessary? Where there is a per-

ceived dispute over values and principles,
processes are needed for deliberating and

arbitrating the dispute. The communion

needs some shared norms that safeguard
its integrity. There are actual or potential

splits already within the communion due

perhaps in part to a weakening of previ-
ously undisputed normative principles.

Church splits within the
communion

Recent years have seen divisive disputes
within and among LWF member churches.

Significant efforts have been made, by

LWF staff as well as by other member
churches, to resolve these disputes. How-

ever, when churches feel they lack norma-

tive, spiritual and moral principles of arbi-
tration, they take their disputes to secular

courts. When a mutually accepted out-

come is not reached through court action,
a schism may result. The part of the

church that has broken away then applies

for LWF membership, which often is ac-
cepted. These are disturbing trends.

When the LWF understood itself as

“a free association of churches,” this did
not create as much of a problem as it

does now when the LWF understands it-

self in spiritual and theological terms, as
a communion of churches. A communion

What should be done in these

situations? What role should the LWF

and member churches play?

Do you agree with this analysis? What are some specific

examples of where this has or might occur? How can

pastoral sensitivity be balanced with prophetic critique?
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of churches should not mean a commun-

ion of splitting churches.

Communion and the unequal
distribution of resources

We cannot expect an equal distribution

of financial and other resources. There
are bound to be differences. Yet, the

huge discrepancies within the commun-

ion have an historical background and
are largely due to policies and practices

of international financial institutions to-

day. They follow a North/South pattern
illustrated by the fact that many coun-

tries in the South owe countries in the

North significant debts.
There are difficulties in living out com-

munion in relation to money and power.

In the LWF the problem is that most of
the material resources to help churches

in the South come from the North. These

discrepancies are not only tied to global
politics and economics, but threaten the

spiritual life of what it means to be a com-

munion. This is especially the case if we
take Luther’s understanding seriously,

namely, that through the communion “we

are changed into one another and are
made into a community by love.”8

The sharing of spiritual and material gifts,

which is implicit in communion, cannot

be isolated from examining the causes of

inequities in wealth and joining with oth-

ers to change such.9

This is especially urgent amid today’s re-
ality of economic globalization, which we

as a communion must continue to ad-

dress. (See the chapter on “Transform-
ing Economic Globalization”)

Some new directions to
consider

• Promoting spirituality: There is a

general decline in spirituality in
many member churches. The way

this phenomenon manifests itself

differs from church to church, and
from culture to culture. Generally, it

may mean having a materialistic atti-

tude to life, lack of prayer life, having
a vague knowledge of the Word of

God and a decline in other spiritual

practices. In addition to the study
and resources that the Office for

Worship and Congregational Life has

recently published, there is a need
to consider new ways of promoting

spiritual life in community, such as

– forming prayer groups during

and continuing after the As-
sembly,

– developing an LWF cycle of

prayers for use by member

churches,

– having occasional healing ser-
vices, such as those that are a

part of the Assembly worship.

• Sharing stories of how commun-

ion is being experienced and

lived out: The Lutheran constitu-
ency is very rich and diverse. Of-

ten, what is happening in one

Do you agree with this assessment? Are common ethical norms required to keep

the communion together? How would these be arrived at, and what authorita-

tive weight would they carry within the communion? How much diversity is

possible, on theological grounds? What further attention should the Department

for Theology and Studies be giving to these matters? (see the Six Year Report)

From your perspective, what tensions and problems do

these disparities in financial resources raise within the

communion? How should these be addressed?
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place is not known in another.

There is a need to promote fo-

rums for sharing simple stories
about experiencing communion

and life in general. This should be

done in ways that recognize that
not all churches have access to

modern tools of communication.

• Use biblical models for pooling

resources: One of the striking fea-

tures of the Early Church was that
the newly established churches

founded by Paul were actually

helping the mother church in

Jerusalem. This and other biblical

models can be developed to help

us face the problem of sharing re-
sources equitably. How might

such models apply to North/

South global church dynamics?

• Promote joint action ventures:

Joint ventures were very effective
during the struggles for liberation in

Southern Africa, for example. What

other models of joint action should
be identified and promoted today?

• Consider changing the name of
the LWF to reflect our commun-

ion reality: More on this subject

will come in a report and recom-
mendations to the Assembly.

What additional ideas do you have for how the communion

and its witness in the world can be strengthened?
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